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ABSTRACT

Atom interferometers with long baselines are envisioned to complement the ongoing search for dark matter. They rely on atomic
manipulation based on internal (clock) transitions or state-preserving atomic diffraction. Principally, dark matter can act on the internal as
well as the external degrees of freedom to both of which atom interferometers are susceptible. We, therefore, study in this contribution the
effects of dark matter on the internal atomic structure and the atom’s motion. In particular, we show that the atomic transition frequency
depends on the mean coupling and the differential coupling of the involved states to dark matter, scaling with the unperturbed atomic transi-
tion frequency and the Compton frequency, respectively. The differential coupling is only of relevance when internal states change, which
makes detectors, e.g., based on single-photon transitions sensitive to both coupling parameters. For sensors generated by state-preserving dif-
fraction mechanisms like Bragg diffraction, the mean coupling modifies only the motion of the atom as the dominant contribution. Finally,
we compare both effects observed in terrestrial dark-matter detectors.

VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1116/5.0176666

I. INTRODUCTION

Many envisioned atom-interferometric dark-matter1 detectors2–6

rely on internal atomic transitions, even though the atom–optical
interaction also manipulates the center-of-mass (COM) motion.
While, in principle, both degrees of freedom can be affected by dark
matter (DM), the details of the coupling are key to interpreting and
understanding the potential signal measured by atom interferometers
(AIs).7–9 We identify the mean and the differential coupling of the
involved atomic states as key quantities and discuss their effect on the
atomic transition frequency, as well as on motional effects of terrestrial
DM detectors based on atom interferometry.

Terrestrial detectors with both,4 horizontal10,11 or vertical2,3,12 orien-
tations, are at the planning stage or under construction, for which the site
evaluation requires a thorough analysis of the noise environment.13,14

Possible designs differ in their orientations, geometries, source distribu-
tion along the baseline, and techniques for atomic manipulation.6 Here,
two-photon transitions15 can be used for inducing Bragg diffraction
which preserves the internal state and for inducing Raman diffraction
which additionally changes the internal state, although only at hyperfine

energy scales. In contrast, single-photon transitions at optical energy
scales can be used to transfer momentum16–19 and to simultaneously
generate superpositions of two clock states.20 In differential setups, the
latter benefits from common-mode suppression of laser-phase noise.21,22

However, two-photon transitions are more flexible as they allow to trans-
fer momentum corresponding to optical wavelengths with reasonable
laser power without the need for narrow transition lines.

DM may affect both the internal energies of the atom as well as
its COM motion. These effects can, in principle, be detected by AIs,
since they have clock-like properties23–25 while being used as acceler-
ometers.26 The planned detectors will mainly rely on internal transi-
tions, as those have been identified as the dominant contribution of an
DM-induced signal.9,27 To include DM, one can introduce extensions
of the Standard Model that couple to conventional matter,28–31 i.e., the
constituents of the atom, as well as other elementary particles. By that,
each internal energy of the involved atomic states is modified, and
through energy-mass equivalence, its motion as well.

In this article, we highlight the difference of the internal and
external degrees of freedom with the help of two relevant coupling
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parameters: Describing the mean coupling of both involved internal
states to DM as well as their differential coupling. Remarkably, both
may contribute to the change in the atomic transition frequency and
may be detected by AIs based on state-changing diffraction, e.g., using
single-photon transitions. This is in contrast to most discussions which
omit the differential coupling.7,9,32–35 Moreover, the relevant energy
scales are the unperturbed atomic transition frequency and the
Compton frequency, respectively, and are hence of extremely different
orders of magnitude.

In AIs based on single-photon transitions like in planned detec-
tors,2–4,6 the phase from the clock contribution, i.e., originating from
the change in the atomic transition frequency, is dominant. However,
the signal, in principle, also includes motional effects of the coupling to
the COM motion. In contrast, Bragg-type AIs, as implemented in
MIGA,10 are only susceptible to the latter. Furthermore, our results are
also of relevance for setups that rely on Raman diffraction,4 where the
internal energy scale is in the megahertz regime and much lower than
in the envisioned setups built with optical single-photon transitions. It,
therefore, plays a role in between both limiting cases. Moreover, the
mean coupling identified in our model is closely related to the parame-
ter measured in tests of the Einstein equivalence principle36,37 (EP),
where possible violations of the universality of free fall between differ-
ent atomic species38,39 or isotopes40 are studied. Furthermore, the
differential-coupling parameter highlights other facets of the EP,
namely, violations of the universality of the gravitational redshift41 and
of clock rates.42 To shine light on the influence of these coupling
parameters, we, furthermore, discuss different orders of magnitude of
various contributions.

II. COUPLING OF ATOMS TO DARK MATTER

We model DM and violations of the EP by introducing an exten-
sion of the Standard Model. While different approaches are possible
that in turn depend on the mass range of interest, our focus lies on
ultralight DM.7 For that, a classical scalar dilaton field28,29,43,44 . is a
simple generic extension. This dilaton field is linearly coupled41,43 to
all elementary particles and forces of the Standard Model.
Consequently, masses of elementary particles and natural constants
become dilaton dependent. Hence, they also introduce a dependence
of composite, bound particles through their constituents. To describe
the resulting effect on atoms, we rely on an effective coupling of their
mass and internal states to the dilaton field.

In this article, we describe an atom by a two-level system with
ground state jgi and excited state jei. The external degrees of freedom
of the atom, such as momentum p̂ and position ẑ , are included since
the interferometer also acts as an accelerometer.26 They obey the
canonical commutation relation ½ẑ ; p̂� ¼ i�h1̂ext with the reduced
Planck constant �h. Therefore, our starting point is the dilaton-
modified Hamiltonian

Ĥð.Þ ¼
X
j¼g;e

mjð.Þc2 þ p̂2

2mjð.Þ þmjð.ÞgðtÞẑ
" #

� jjihjj: (1)

Here, the relativistic mass defect45–49 is incorporated through state-
dependent massesmjð.Þ, which in turn depend on the dilaton field. In
accordance with Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence, we find the rest
energy mjð.Þc2, where c is the speed of light. The mass defect already
encodes the internal energy difference, which is explicitly given by

½með.Þ �mgð.Þ�c2. Regarding the external degrees of freedom, we
consider terrestrial setups modeled by a linear gravitational field. Both
the kinetic and potential energy also become dilaton-dependent.
Additionally, we allow for a time-modulated gravitational acceleration7

gðtÞ ¼ g0½1þ eSf ðtÞ� with g0 being the gravitational acceleration
caused by a source mass and the dimensionless coupling constant eS of
the source mass to the dilaton field. This coupling constant can be
defined in principle in analogy to the atomic mass below, cf. Eq. (2).
Here, f is some time-dependent modulation induced by the coupling
of the dilaton field to the source mass.

We assume that the change of the atomic mass due to the dilaton
field is small. Consequently, a first-order expansion of the mass41mj at
the Standard-Model value . ¼ 0, i.e.,

mjð.Þ ffi mj;0ð1þ ej .Þ; (2)

gives rise to the effective coupling to the dilaton field. Here, we intro-
duce the unperturbed, state-dependent mass mj;0 :¼ mjð0Þ and the
dimensionless effective coupling parameter ej :¼ @. ln ðmjÞj.¼0. In
principle, one can connect ej to the individual constituents and natural
constants of the atom, introducing coupling parameters that are inde-
pendent of the atomic species.35 While we refrain from such
approaches and focus on signatures of DM in the detector signal, we
emphasize that this discussion can be helpful for the design of the sen-
sor and the choice of the atomic source.

The (dimensionless) dilaton field,50,51

.ðz; tÞ ¼ eS g0z=c
2 þ .0 cos x.t � k.z þ /.

� �
; (3)

includes the dimensionless coupling constant eS of the source mass.
The dilaton field consists of two contributions: (i) The first part intro-
duces modifications of the gravitational potential leading to EP viola-
tions.42 For example, it implies that the gravitational acceleration may
be state-dependent, providing hints to extend general relativity. (ii)
The second part is an oscillating background field which can model
cosmic DM.52 It behaves like a plane wave with the amplitude .0 and
wave vector k. at frequency x.. The initial phase /. is unknown, so
that only a stochastic background of cosmic DM will be observed by
the detector. Through its coupling to the energies of the individual
states and by that through mass-energy equivalence to the mass of the
atom (see Fig. 1), this oscillating background field directly influences
both the COM motion and the atomic transition frequency. In turn,
such effects induce signatures of DM in the detector’s signal.

Incorporating k. 6¼ 0 is not straightforward since one has to per-
form a non-relativistic limit of a dilaton-modified field theory to avoid
operator-ordering issues. However, galactic and cosmic observa-
tions7,9,53 suggest small momenta compared to the rest mass of the
dilaton, such that we assume k. ¼ 0 in the following. Thus, the dilaton
field’s frequency reduces to its Compton frequency x. ¼ m.c2=�h and
is solely determined by its mass m.. In this case, the dimensionless
dilaton amplitude34,51 becomes

.0 ¼
mPc2

�hx.

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p

.DML
3
P

mPc2

s
; (4)

where the DM energy density .DM ffi 0:4GeV=cm3 is compared to
the energy scale given by the Planck mass mP ¼ ð�hc=GÞ1=2 and a vol-
ume defined by the Planck length LP ¼ ð�hG=c3Þ1=2, with the gravita-
tional constant G.
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In addition, one could model the coupling of the dilaton field
to the source of the gravitational field by yet another dilaton field,
possibly incoherent to the one interacting with the atoms.
However, we assume that only one field is present, but allow for a
phase shift /S compared to the oscillation of the dilaton field.
Hence, we model the time-dependent modulation of the gravita-
tional acceleration via

f ðtÞ ¼ .0 cos ð#þ /SÞ; (5)

where # :¼ x.t þ /. is the phase of the dilaton field interacting with
the atoms. For example, a phase shift of p=2 corresponds to an oscilla-
tion of the atoms and gravitational acceleration out of phase. We still
can include incoherence between the dilaton-induced atomic properties
and a gravitational modification by averaging independently over /S

and /. in analogy to the treatment discussed below.

III. DARK-MATTER-INDUCED PERTURBATIONS
ON ATOMS

With these insights, we expand the Hamiltonian from Eq. (1)
with respect to ej, the unperturbed mass defect Dm0 ¼ me;0 �mg;0,
and 1=c2. As a result, in first order the state-dependent mass can be
replaced by

mjðtÞ :¼ �m0 1þ �lDMðtÞ þ kj
Dl0 þ DlDMðtÞ

2

� �
; (6)

including the unperturbed mean mass �m0 ¼ ðme;0 þmg;0Þ=2 and dif-
ferent dimensionless modifications summarized in Table I with

ke=g ¼ 61 to denote state-dependent perturbations. We observe the
following effects: The mean mass oscillates due to �lDMðtÞ and thereby
influencing the COMmotion. The dimensionless mass defect Dl0 gets
further modified by DlDMðtÞ, which results in the oscillation of the
transition energy explained below.

Furthermore, the dilaton field effectively leads to a modification
of the gravitational acceleration g0 which becomes state dependent, i.e.,

gjðtÞ :¼ g0 1þ �cEP þ �cDMðtÞ þ kj
DcEP
2

� �
; (7)

where �cEP parametrizes EP violations between different atomic species
depending on the mean coupling of the dilaton field to the atom.38,39,41

An EP violation between different internal states42,54 is encoded in
DcEP. In addition, the gravitational acceleration changes dynamically
via �cDMðtÞ through the DM coupling to the source mass.

We separate the resulting Hamiltonian

ĤðtÞ ¼
X
j¼g;e

Ĥ 0 þ V̂ mðtÞ þ V̂ kinðtÞ þ V̂ potðtÞ
h i

� jjihjj (8)

into an unperturbed part Ĥ 0 and perturbations V̂ m of the rest mass,
V̂ kin of the kinetic energy, and V̂ pot of the potential energy. Moreover,
we generalize kj to kjðtÞ to allow for time-dependent changes of the
internal state. We discuss the explicit form of these four contributions
in the following:

(i) The unperturbed Hamiltonian

Ĥ 0 ¼ �m0c
2 þ p̂2

2�m0
þ �m0g0ẑ (9)

describes a particle of mean mass �m0 moving in a linear gravi-
tational potential without any state-dependent effects or inter-
nal structure.

TABLE I. Summary of all parameters that give rise to the atomic structure and dilaton-
induced perturbations. We define mean and differential values for the unperturbed
mass and coupling parameters through the respective quantities of the individual
states, as well as the dimensionless mass defect. The dilaton field induces an oscilla-
tion with amplitude .0 and phase # ¼ x.t þ /. of the mean mass, the energies of
the individual states, as well as gravity, included in the dimensionless parameters
�lDMðtÞ; DlDMðtÞ, and �cDMðtÞ, respectively. For quantities already including one per-
turbative parameter, the contribution in braces must be neglected for consistency.
Moreover, we introduce the dilaton’s coupling eS to the gravitational source mass,
which leads to mean and differential EP violations.

Cause Parameter Definition

Mean mass �m0 ðme;0 þmg;0Þ=2
Mass defect Dm0 me;0 �mg;0

Mass defect Dl0 Dm0=�m0

Mean coupling �e ðee þ egÞ=2
Differential coupling De ee � eg
Mean-mass osci. �lDMðtÞ .0½�e þ fDm0De=ð4�m0Þg� cos#
State-dep. osci. DlDMðtÞ .0½Deþ fDm0�e=�m0g� cos#
Osci. of gravity �cDMðtÞ eS.0 cos ð#þ /SÞ
Mean-mass EP viol. �cEP eS�e
State-dep. EP viol. DcEP eSDe

FIG. 1. The atomic energy structure oscillates around its Standard-Model values
due to the oscillating part of the dilaton field, as apparent from Eq. (3). The atomic-
energy levels of the ground state (light green solid line), exited state (blue solid
line), the atom’s mean mass (green solid line), and energy difference between both
states (red solid line), which corresponds to the mass defect, oscillate, and are plot-
ted against the phase x.t. The relevant parameters are the mean coupling �e and
differential coupling De of the internal states to the dilaton field, as well as the
atom’s mass defect Dl0 ¼ Dm0=�m0. Due to the oscillation of the internal energies,
the mean mass as well as the atomic transition frequency also oscillate. For single-
photon-like schemes, the three relevant situations are shown from left to right: (i)
The general case in which the mean and differential coupling are non-vanishing,
i.e., �e 6¼ 0 6¼ De. (ii) The internal states couple exactly opposite to the dilaton field,
i.e., �e ¼ 0. Only this case leads to a constant mean mass. (iii) Both internal states
can couple identically to the dilaton field, i.e., De ¼ 0. For Bragg-type schemes, we
have Dl0 ¼ 0 ¼ De (right panel), as no internal transition is relevant. In this case,
we find only an oscillating mean mass that affects the motion of the atom.
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(ii) The rest-mass perturbation

V̂ m :¼ �m0c
2 �lDMðtÞ þ kjðtÞDl0 þ DlDMðtÞ

2

� �
(10)

does not affect the motion of the atom, but changes the Compton
frequency xc :¼ �m0c2=�h and atomic transition frequency
X :¼ Dm0c2=�h. The phase measured by atomic clocks,
Mach–Zehnder and comparable interferometers is not affected by
modifications of the Compton frequency to lowest order.55

However, they are sensitive to the atomic transition frequency
between both internal states, which is modified to

X 7! �m0c2

�h
Dl0 þ DlDMðtÞ½ � ¼ Xþ dX cos#: (11)

The unperturbed atomic transition frequency X is connected
to the mass defect and is modulated by an oscillation with
amplitude dX :¼ ðxcDeþ X�eÞ.0. Here, �e is the mean coupling
of both internal states to the dilaton, whereas De is the differ-
ence of their coupling constants (see Table I). Commonly, it is
assumed that dX is proportional to the atomic transition fre-
quency,9,24,27,35,52 i.e., the coupling of the dilaton field to both
internal states is identical resulting in De ¼ 0. Since the details
of the coupling are a priori unknown, it is important to allow a
different coupling of both internal states, i.e., to allow for
De 6¼ 0. Generally, dX is a linear combination of both the
Compton and the atomic transition frequency with respect to
the different coupling parameters. While the coupling parame-
ters De and �e may be of very different orders, the Compton
and atomic transition frequency also differ by multiple orders
of magnitude so that in principle both contributions to dX
have to be considered. Remarkably, the change in the atomic
transition frequency depends on the Compton frequency,
which could enhance the DM signature in the detector.
Moreover, an observable change in the atomic transition fre-
quency present for Raman4 or microwave transitions cannot be
completely ruled out. Such transitions are relatively simple to
implement and benefit from a much lower recoil velocity, sup-
pressing the impact of gravity-gradient noise.

(iii) The kinetic-energy perturbation

V̂ kin :¼ � p̂2

2�m0
�lDMðtÞ þ kjðtÞDl0 þ DlDMðtÞ

2

� �
(12)

is caused by changes in mj affects the COM motion. The DM-
induced oscillation of the mean mass leads to a time-
dependent kinetic energy. Additional state-dependent contri-
butions arise from the mass defect Dl0 > 0, i.e., the ground
state gains kinetic energy while the excited state loses kinetic
energy. Further state-dependent mass oscillations arise due to
the dilaton field encoded in DlDMðtÞ.

(iv) The potential-energy perturbation

V̂ pot : ¼ �m0g0ẑ

�
�cEP þ �cDMðtÞ þ �lDMðtÞ

þkjðtÞDcEP þ Dl0 þ DlDMðtÞ
2

�
(13)

due to changes in both mj and gj also affects the COM motion,
similar to V̂ kin. However, we notice more contributions: An addi-
tional shift �cEP of the gravitational acceleration due to the mean-
mass EP violation occurs. This shift is relevant for tests of the
universality of free fall between different atomic species. Similarly,
differential accelerations between the atom in different internal
states are encoded in DcEP, which is a different facet of possible
EP violations, e.g., relevant for tests of the universality of clock
rates. Furthermore, we observe a global sign difference in V̂ kin

and V̂ pot compared to the unperturbed case. Thus, it raises the
expectation that some perturbations contribute twice.

As a side note we mention that both V̂ kin and V̂ pot depend on
the perturbation parameters �lDMðtÞ and DlDMðtÞ. In principle, they
include products of a dilaton coupling with Dm0=�m0, which are next
order in perturbation. Therefore, they are omitted in further calcula-
tions and enclosed in Table I by braces.

The discussed perturbations reflect themselves in the signals of
atom interferometers that can be used to construct DM detectors. In
Sec. IV and V, we discuss the individual contributions and their order
of magnitude in an exemplary setup.

IV. DARK-MATTER SIGNAL IN ATOM GRADIOMETERS

Quantum sensors, such as atomic clocks or atom interferometers,
are affected35 by the previously derived perturbations. We focus on the
signal observed by DM detectors generated from light-pulse atom
interferometers. Such high-precision quantum sensors have been pro-
posed for DM searches,7,9,23,24,32 whose signal can be enhanced by
multi-diamond26,56–58 along with large-momentum-transfer techni-
ques.22,59,60 To focus on the fundamental effects on these detectors, we
study an atomic Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI), cf. Fig. 2 with-
out transferring large momenta. However, the treatment introduced
below can easily be generalized to different interferometer types and
geometries.

In an MZI, the wave packet is initially split by a beam-splitter
pulse into two separate arms. One arm continues along the initial path,
while the atoms on the other arm gain momentum due to diffraction,
so that the arms become spatially separated. After an interrogation
time T, a mirror pulse interchanges the momenta of the two arms. At
the final time of 2T, a second beam-splitter pulse interferes both arms,
resulting in two output ports. Each interaction of the atoms with light
that transfers momentum might also change their internal state. Here,
the specific implementation is the key for the sensitivity of a detector.

In delta-pulse approximation,61,62 the effect of light–matter inter-
action on the atomic motion is described by an effective arm-
dependent potential63

V̂ em ¼ ��h
X
‘

kðjÞ‘ ẑdðt � t‘Þ (14)

with kðjÞ‘ being the ‘th (effective) wave vector acting at time t‘, transferring
the momentum �hkðjÞ‘ on arm j, and dð�Þ denoting the Delta distribution.
We assume that both arms are diffracted at the same time, neglecting the
finite speed of light on the scale of the arm separation.64 Moreover, we do
not include frequency chirps necessary in terrestrial and vertical configu-
rations and omit the standard laser-phase contribution.

This interaction allows for different momentum-transfer mecha-
nisms and can, in principle, incorporate large momentum transfer.
Typically, the interaction is categorized into single-photon19 and
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(counter-propagating) two-photon15 transitions. In the former, kðjÞ‘
simply corresponds to the laser’s wave vector, while in the latter, kðjÞ‘ is
the effective wave vector given by the sum of both lasers’ wave vectors.
Two-photon transitions suffer from laser-phase noise in differential
setups with long baselines, which is suppressed for single-photon tran-
sitions. Nevertheless, two-photon transitions are generally more flexi-
ble. They allow to only transfer momentum without changing the
internal state (Bragg) and drive effectively hyperfine-structure transi-
tions while transferring momentum that corresponds to optical wave-
lengths (Raman).

Assuming jkðjÞ‘ j ¼ k for all interaction times and vanishing grav-
ity gradients leads to a closed, unperturbed MZI. Deviations are intro-
duced by the dilaton field as discussed in Eqs. (10)–(13). In a
perturbative treatment,63 we find to first order the phase

/ðz0; p0; t0Þ ¼ �kg0T
2 þ /m þ

X14
i¼1

/i (15)

with the wave packet’s initial position z0, as well as initial momentum
p0, depending on the time t0 at which the interferometer is initialized.
It includes the standard phase �kg0T2 of an MZI, which is perturbed

by the contributions /m and /i induced by the dilaton field (compare
Table II in the Appendix for their explicit expressions).

Common-mode operation of two MZIs spatially separated by
the distance L> 0, e.g., where the first MZI is located at z0 and the
second one at z0 þ L, suppresses noise and the dominant phase
�kg0T2 for vanishing gravity gradients.22 We account for the
finite speed of light on the separation scale of the two interferome-
ters, but not on the extent of the arm separation of a single one.
The first MZI starts its sequence at time t0 with an initial momen-
tum p0 of the wave packet, while the second interferometer starts
at time t0 þ L=c with an initial momentum p1. Subtracting the
phases of both interferometers gives rise to the differential phase,
which in our approximation only depends on dilaton-introduced
perturbations

D/ ¼ D/m þ
X14
i¼1

D/i (16)

with D/i :¼ /iðz0 þ L; p1; t0 þ sLÞ � /iðz0; p0; t0Þ and the propaga-
tion delay sL :¼ L=c of the light pulse.

Since the dilaton phase /. may vary, we can only measure this
stochastic background and we, therefore, have to average. Thus, we
assume a uniform distribution of /. in accordance with the principle
of maximum entropy.65 The signal amplitude9

U2
S ¼ 2

ð2p
0

d/.

2p

X
i;j

D/ið/.ÞD/jð/.Þ ¼: 2
X
i;j

hD/2
i;ji (17)

is the square of the phase difference D/ averaged over /.. Due to the
square, various correlations hD/2

i;ji of the individual phases contribute.
In the following, we identify dominant contributions to the signal,

i.e., hD/2
i;ji, for different experimental realizations, namely, for single-

photon-type and Bragg-type interferometers.

V. SINGLE-PHOTON INTERFEROMETERS

Many planned DM detectors2,3 based on atom interferometry
rely on single-photon transitions, due to their intrinsic suppression of
laser-phase noise.21,26 In this section, we consider the effects of the
dilaton field on such interferometers and focus on the dominant con-
tributions of the observed signal amplitude. Using single-photon tran-
sitions for atomic diffraction not only changes the momentum of the
atom, but also its internal state. The results discussed in this section,
therefore, also transfer to Raman transitions, also planned for some
sensors,4 where only the frequency scales have to be adjusted.

We first focus on the phase difference introduced by the modified
atomic transition frequency cf. Eq. (11) which gives rise to

D/m ¼ �.0ðDexc þ �eXÞ s1ðt0 þ sLÞ � s1ðt0Þ½ �; (18)

where the timescale s1ðt0Þ is proportional to 1=x. and is listed in
Table III in the Appendix. Recalling .0 / 1=x. from Eq. (4) shows
that this contribution plays an important role in the search for ultra-
light DM. In particular, the change in the atomic transition frequency
yields the dominant contribution

hD/2
m;mi ¼ 32

ðDexc þ �eXÞ2
x2

.

.20S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ (19)

FIG. 2. Space–time diagram of dark-matter detectors based on Mach–Zehnder gra-
diometers implemented via (a) single-photon transitions and (b) two-photon transi-
tions (Bragg). The individual trajectories are shown in a freely falling frame for
simplicity and are, therefore, solely influenced by the coupling of DM to the COM
motion, which causes an (exaggerated) oscillation. Additionally, the lower panels
show the oscillating energy scales, which also affects the rest-mass perturbation.
Initially, two wave packets in their ground state jgi are separated by the distance
L> 0. The first beam-splitter pulse splits the wave packet located at (t0, z0) into two
arms: (a) An upper arm in the excited state jei with increased momentum �hk trough
single-photon absorption and a lower arm in which the atoms are still in the ground
state. (b) Bragg-diffraction leaves the internal state unaffected but generates a
superposition of two momenta through a two-photon process. After an additional
time T, a mirror pulse interchanges the roles of both arms. Then, at the time
t0 þ 2T , a second beam-splitter pulse interferes them. The wave packet located at
z0 þ L undergoes the same process, but with a delay of sL ¼ L=c due to the prop-
agation time of light. While the oscillating energy scales influence the motion of the
atom, for single-photon absorption the atomic transition frequency is additionally
probed at different times, visualized through arrows in the term diagram by arrows.
Due to the propagation delay, the transitions of the upper interferometer (orange)
are shifted compared to the lower one (red).
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to the signal amplitude, with SðtÞ :¼ sinðx.t=2Þ. We refer to factors
like S as interferometric factors that include the interrogation-mode
function.58 Perturbations and scaling factors like .20ðDexc þ �eXÞ2=x2

.
are independent of the explicit interferometer geometry and appear in
a similar form for different geometries, including those with large
momentum transfer.

Equation (19) is a generalization of other treatments of atom-
interferometric DM detectors9 but has a similar form. In fact, the dif-
ferential coupling De is usually neglected, which introduces another
frequency scale. In principle, this contribution also arises for Raman-
type interferometers, where the atomic energy difference is in the
microwave range and much smaller than for optical transitions.
However, due to the coupling to the Compton frequency that is orders
of magnitude larger, one can also expect a sensitivity to the parameter
De for Raman setups. The same holds true for single-photon transi-
tions between hyperfine states in the microwave range. For this type of
transitions, on the contrary, the momentum transfer is negligible,
resulting in interferometers that are less sensitive to gravity-gradient
noise.

As discussed above, generally the coupling scheme is unknown so
that both De and �e might contribute. Since their order of magnitude is
unknown, we consider in the following two limiting cases: Either the
coupling of both internal states is completely identical, i.e., De ¼ 0, or
exactly opposite, i.e., �e ¼ 0.

A. Vanishing mean coupling (�e50)
For vanishing mean coupling, the change in the atomic transition

frequency reduces to dX ¼ xcDe.0. Hence, the relevant scale is given
by the Compton frequency and not by the atomic transition frequency.
This is different to what is usually postulated in most treatments for
AIs and clocks, where dX / X is assumed. Since xc � X generally
applies, we expect a larger suppression of contributions which do not
originate from the clock phase but keep in mind that we probe for a
different coupling parameter. For example, strontium is a promising
candidate66 for future single-photon AIs16,18 and gives rise to
X=xc ffi 10�11.

Consequently, we neglect all hD/2
i;ji for i; j 6¼ m as their scale fac-

tors have to be compared to the Compton frequency, and arrive at the
signal amplitude

U2
S ffi 64

x2
c

x2
.
De2.20S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ: (20)

We recognize the twofold effect of the Compton frequency: On the
one hand it leads to the suppression of phase contributions competing
with D/m. On the other hand, it enhances the signal. This result also
persists for setups where small transition frequencies are used, e.g.,
hyperfine or Raman transitions. In this case, the Compton frequency
clearly sets the relevant scale, even though the coupling parameter De
might be small.

B. Vanishing differential coupling (De50)
If both internal states couple identically to the dilaton field, as

assumed in most previous treatments, the modulation amplitude of
the atomic transition frequency takes the form dX ¼ X�e.0. Hence, the
relevant scale is now the atomic transition frequency. For single-
photon transitions, the atomic transition frequency benefits from an

optical regime and has a clear advantage over hyperfine or Raman
transitions. Similar to the previous discussion,

2hD/2
m;mi ¼ 64

X2

x2
.

�e2.20S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ (21)

is the dominant contribution. However, by decreasing the relevant
scale by several orders of magnitude, we include hD/2

m;ji as next-order
contributions to the signal amplitude.

After averaging over /., the surviving next-order contributions
to the signal amplitude hD/2

m;1i; hD/2
m;2i, and hD/2

m;9i (listed in this
order) give rise to

U2
S

2hD/2
m;mi

ffi 1� xk

X
ð1þ 4�}0Þ þ 2

kg0T
X

� 2
kg0
Xx.

eS
�e
sin/S (22)

with the recoil frequency xk ¼ �hk2=ð2�m0Þ and the initial mean
momentum �}0 :¼ ðp1 þ p0Þ=ð2�hkÞ.

The dominant part of the signal, i.e., hD/2
m;mi, has already been

discussed.9 We provide the next sub-leading corrections and observe
that even in spaceborne experiments hD/2

m;1i provides a purely kinetic
contribution. Additionally, for terrestrial setups long interrogation
times 2T increase the significance of hD/2

m;2i. The contribution
hD/2

m;9i induced by oscillating gravity vanishes for an in-phase oscilla-
tion, i.e., /S ¼ 0 but can be enhanced by /S ¼ 6p=2.

C. Influence of both couplings

Since one usually neglects the differential coupling De, we briefly
discuss its influence for different values of X=xc. For that, we compare
this approximation to the full expression by studying the ratio
hD/2

m;mijDe¼0=hD/2
m;mi. It is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of X=xc

and De=�e > 0. It shows a drastic change between the two regimes

FIG. 3. Dominant contribution to the signal amplitude for the case considered in most
treatments, i.e., with De ¼ 0, compared to the general expression that also allows for a
differential coupling. The figure shows the fraction hD/2

m;mijDe¼0=hD/2
m;mi with

De=�e > 0. For reference, we have highlighted the frequency ratios for single-photon
transitions (X=xc ffi 10�11 for clock transitions in strontium) and for Raman-type
schemes (X=xc ffi 10�16 for hyperfine transitions in rubidium) by vertical lines. The
bottom right corresponds to the standard case described in Sec. VB, while the upper left
corresponds to the regime introduced in Sec. VA. The figure highlights the transition
between both regimes, where the general expression has to be taken into account. Even
if the ratio De=�e is small, this difference can be compensated due to the different order
of magnitude of the transition frequency and the Compton frequency.
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discussed above. However, Fig. 3 gives a hint where the general signal-
amplitude contribution has to be considered in the analysis for an
expected range of coupling parameters and depending on the specific
atomic species and transition frequency. The figure highlights that
even if the ratio De=�e is small, it can be compensated due to the differ-
ent order of magnitude of the transition frequency and the Compton
frequency.

VI. BRAGG-TYPE INTERFEROMETERS (Dl0505De)

Finally, we turn to Bragg-type MZIs, where a two-photon process
is used to only transfer momentum without changing the internal
state. Therefore, we have Dl0 ¼ 0 ¼ De, which directly implies that
such interferometers are only susceptible to the mean coupling �e of the
atom to the dilaton field. While there have been proposals for DM
detectors that focus on the COM motion7 and not on the internal

structure of the atom, which effectively corresponds to Bragg-based
setups, differential configurations have not yet been discussed in detail.
Currently, in the context of very-long-baseline atom interferometry
differential setups, which can, in principle, be used for DM detection,
are envisioned to rely on Bragg diffraction, e.g., MAGIS-100,2

MIGA,10 or ZAIGA.4

For Bragg-type interferometers only a few phase contributions
remain in the differential setup cf. Table II in the Appendix, some of
which have been also calculated before.7 These terms also arise for
single-photon transitions, where, as previously discussed, the clock con-
tribution dominates. Among these remaining phase contributions, it is
not straightforward to determine which one is the dominant one in the
signal amplitude. We, therefore, list all of them in Table V in the
Appendix. With the help of this overview one can identify three different
scales in the signal amplitude, independent of the violation parameters

TABLE II. Dilaton-field-induced perturbations in a two-level atom and their respective phase contributions /i in a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. Perturbations to the rest mass
(V̂ m), to the kinetic energy (V̂ kin), and to the potential energy (V̂ pot) are divided into different expressions due to their physical origin: the mass defect Dl0, the mean-mass oscil-
lation �lDMðtÞ, the state-dependent-mass oscillation DlDMðtÞ, the mean-mass EP violation �cEP, the state-dependent EP violation DcEPðtÞ, and the oscillation of gravity �cDMðtÞ.
Their explicit definitions are summarized Table I. Each of these perturbations introduces a contribution /j to the interferometer phase that is calculated perturbatively.

63 Here, we
introduced dimensionless momenta }0 :¼ p0=ð�hkÞ, and �} t0þT :¼ ðp0 � �m0g0T þ �hk=2Þ=ð�hkÞ, which depend on the initial momentum p0 the initialization time t0 of the inter-
ferometer, as well as the (effective) wave vector k. For compact expressions, we use the time scales s1ðt0Þ; s2ðt0Þ; s3ðt0Þ; sSðt0Þ, and sEPðt0Þ introduced in Table III.

Perturbative potential Origin Expression Abbreviation Phase contribution

V̂ m

Mean-mass oscillation �lDMðtÞ�m0c2 0

Mass defect Dl0 �m0c2kjðtÞ=2 0

Oscillation of transition energy DlDMðtÞ�m0c2kjðtÞ=2 /m ¼ �.0ðDexc þ �eXÞs1ðt0Þ

V̂ kin

Mean-mass oscillation ��lDMðtÞ
p̂2

2�m0

/1 ¼ �e.0xks1ðt0Þð1þ 2}0Þ
/2 ¼ ��e.0kg0s22ðt0Þ

Mass defect �Dl0
p̂2

2�m0
kjðtÞ=2 /3 ¼ Dl0kg0T

2�}t0þT

Oscillation of transition energy �DlDMðtÞ
p̂2

2�m0
kjðtÞ=2

/4 ¼ De.0xks1ðt0Þð}2
0 þ }0 þ 1=2Þ

/5 ¼ �De.0kg0s
2
2ðt0Þð}0 þ 1=2Þ

/6 ¼ De.0
g20
2c2

xcs
3
3ðt0Þ

V̂ pot

EP violation �cEP �m0g0ẑ /7 ¼ �eS�ekg0T2

State-dependent EP violation DcEP �m0g0ẑkjðtÞ=2 /8 ¼ eSDekg0T2�}t0þT

Oscillation of gravity �cDMðtÞ�m0g0ẑ /9 ¼ �eS.0kg0s
2
Sðt0Þ

Oscillation of transition energy �lDMðtÞ�m0g0ẑ /10 ¼ ��e.0kg0s2EPðt0Þ

Mass defect Dl0 �m0g0ẑkjðtÞ=2 /11 ¼ Dl0kg0T
2�}t0þT

Oscillation of transition energy DlDMðtÞ�m0g0ẑkjðtÞ=2

/12 ¼ �De.0
g0z0
c2

xcs1ðt0Þ
/13 ¼ �De.0kg0s

2
2ðt0Þð}0 þ 1=2Þ

/14 ¼ De.0
g20
2c2

xcs
3
3ðt0Þ
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and interferometric factors. For each experiment, it has to be checked
individually which scale is the dominant one. However, the limiting case
g0 ¼ 0, which is important for spaceborne experiments or horizontal
setups like the MIGA project, simplifies the signal amplitude to

U2
S ¼ 32

x2
k

x2
.

�e2.20 � intf : factor (23)

where the interferometric factor originates from hD/2
1;1i, which is the

only remaining contribution cf. Table V. Since all other terms vanish,
these types of setups are less susceptible for ultralight DM searches
compared to terrestrial setups, where gravity-induced contributions
are present.

In summary, we can identify different relevant scales in the vari-
ous limiting cases by comparing Eqs. (20)–(23). This comparison leads
to xc � X � xk. We see that the single-photon-type interferometers
benefit from the Compton and atomic transition frequency, whereas
Bragg-type interferometers in zero gravity only depend on the recoil
frequency.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In our article, we demonstrated that assuming a linear scaling of
the dark-matter-induced change of the atomic transition frequency
with the unperturbed transition frequency is only an approximation
for vanishing differential coupling that is made in most discus-
sions.7,9,32 Atom interferometers that rely on the change of internal
states, e.g., single-photon or Raman transitions, are susceptible to both
types of coupling, where the signal is dominated by clock-type
phases.25 In these cases, the atomic transition and Compton frequency
are relevant frequency scales weighted by the mean and differential
coupling of both states to dark matter, respectively. However, Bragg-
type atom interferometers that preserve the internal state are less sus-
ceptible to dark matter in the sense that they only depend on the mean
coupling and the recoil frequency. Therefore, they can only measure
effects on the motion like accelerometers.7,26

TABLE IV. Non-vanishing and next sub-leading contributions hD/2
m;ji to the signal amplitude for single-photon Mach–Zehnder interferometers. The signal contributions are calcu-

lated by averaging the square of a differential signal in accordance with Eq. (17) and based on the phases provided in Table II. The dominant contribution, i.e., hD/2
m;mi is given

in the main body of the article. The explicit expressions of these terms are split into a numerical factor, a scale, the violation parameters, and some interferometric factor that
includes the interrogation-mode function.58 For different interferometer geometries, multiple loops, or large momentum transfer one expects other interferometric and numerical
factors. Note that we have hD/2

m;13i ¼ hD/2
m;5i and hD/2

m;14i ¼ hD/2
m;6i. We also introduced CðtÞ :¼ cosðx.t=2Þ.

Factor Scale Violation parameters Interferometric factor

hD/2
m;1i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ �16 �
xk

x.
� .20�e � ð1þ 4�}0ÞS2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
m;2i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ 32 � kg0T
x.

� .20�e � S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
m;4i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ �8 �
xk

x.
� .20De � ½2þ 4�}0ð1þ �}0Þ þ D}2

0�S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
m;5i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ 4 � kg0
x2

.
� .20De � S2ðTÞf2ð1þ 2�}0Þx.T½Cð2sLÞ � 1�S2ðTÞ

þD}0Sð2sLÞ½Cð2TÞ þ x.TSð2TÞ � 1�g

hD/2
m;6i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ 8 � g20
c2x2

.

xc

x.

� .20De �
S2ðsLÞS2ðTÞ 2þ 2ðx2

.T
2 � 1ÞCð2TÞ

n
�x2

.T
2 � 2x.TSð2TÞ

o

hD/2
m;9i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ �32 �
kg0
x2

.
� .20eS � sin/SS2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
m;12i

.Dexc þ �eX
x.

¼ 16 � g0ð2z0 þ LÞ
c2

xc

x.
� .20De � S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

TABLE III Time scales relevant for the individual phase contributions listed in Table II
that naturally arise in the perturbative calculation.63 They depend on the initial time t0
and are obtained by averaging of the phase # ¼ x.t þ /.. For a compact notation
we defined hhijt2t1 :¼

Ð t2
t1
dt hðtÞ.

Time scale Definition

s1ðt0Þ h cos#ijt0þT
t0 � h cos#ijt0þ2T

t0þT

s22ðt0Þ hðt � t0Þ cos#ijt0þT
t0 � hðt � t0Þ cos#ijt0þ2T

t0þT

s33ðt0Þ hðt � t0Þ2 cos#ijt0þT
t0 � hðt � t0Þ2 cos#ijt0þ2T

t0þT

s2Sðt0Þ
hðt � t0Þ cos ð#þ /SÞijt0þT

t0þh½2T � ðt � t0Þ� cos ð#þ /SÞijt0þ2T
t0þT

s2EPðt0Þ hðt � t0Þ cos#ijt0þT
t0 þ h½2T � ðt � t0Þ� cos#ijt0þ2T

t0þT
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Our results support the dark-matter search with single-photon
atom interferometers in terrestrial setups since their signal profits from
any dark-matter-related contributions. Nevertheless, a detailed noise
analysis is necessary. Additionally, various mechanisms for atomic dif-
fraction can be used to isolate different coupling parameters, e.g., the
results from spaceborne Bragg-type setups can give bounds on the
mean coupling. These limits can be combined with the results from
other setups to give bounds to both independent coupling parameters
and make connections to the tests of the Einstein equivalence
principle.

In perspective, a generalization of our treatment to different
geometries might be useful to boost dark-matter signatures in the sig-
nal, e.g., large-momentum-transfer techniques. In this context, the
effect of the modified Compton frequency can be studied in recoil
measurements for dark-matter detection or Ramsey-Bord�e-type inter-
ferometers.67 Following current developments in gravitational-wave
detection, various differential schemes can be considered and atom-
interferometer-based networks3,8 can be simultaneously used for

dark-matter searches and the detection of gravitational waves. Finally,
implications for quantum-clock interferometry66,68 can be studied, i.e.,
propagating a superposition of internal states along each interferome-
ter arm, to focus on the effect of the different degrees of freedom.
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Factor Scale Violation parameters Interferometric factor

hD/2
9;9i ¼ 32 �

k2g20
x4

.
� .20e

2
S � S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
9;10i ¼ 32 � k2g20

x4
.

� .20�eeS � cos/SS2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
9;1i ¼ �16 � kg0

x2
.

xk

x.
� .20�eeS � S4ðTÞ½D}0 cos/SSð2sLÞ � 2ð1þ 2�}0Þ sin/SS2ðsLÞ�

hD/2
9;2i ¼ 32 � k2g20

x4
.

� .20�eeS � S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ cos/S � x.T½sin/S þ CðTÞ=SðTÞ cos/S�
	 


hD/2
10;10i ¼ 32 � k2g20

x4
.

� .20�e
2 � S2ðsLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
10;1i ¼ �16 � kg0

x2
.

xk

x.
� .20�e

2 � D}0Sð2sLÞS4ðTÞ

hD/2
10;2i ¼ 32 � k2g20

x4
.

� .20�e
2 � S2ðsLÞS3ðTÞ½SðTÞ � x.TCðTÞ�

hD/2
1;1i ¼ 16 � x2

k

x2
.

� .20�e
2 � S4ðTÞ ½1� Cð2sLÞ�½1þ 4�}0ð1þ �}0Þ� þ D}0½1þ Cð2sLÞ�

	 


hD/2
1;2i ¼ �8 � kg0

x2
.

xk

x.
� .20�e

2 � S2ðTÞ 4ð1þ 2�}0Þx.TS2ðsLÞS2ðTÞ þ D}0Sð2sLÞ½1� Cð2TÞ	
�x.TSð2TÞ�g

hD/2
2;2i ¼ 16 � k2g20

x4
.

� .20�e
2 � S2ðsLÞS2ðTÞ½1þ 2x2

.T
2 � Cð2TÞ � 2x.TSð2TÞ�
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS, PHASES, AND SIGNAL
CONTRIBUTIONS

In this appendix, we summarize the main results and various
contributions to the interferometer phase, as well as the signal
amplitude. To keep the description as simple as possible, we have
collected these expressions in tables that are given here, to keep the
main body of our article focused on the main results. Nevertheless,
the exact equations are provided here for completeness and can be
used for further studies.

The phase contributions /j induced by dark matter into the
interference signal of Mach–Zehnder interferometers are listed in
Table II. Here, we connect the individual phase contributions to the
respective perturbative potential and identify the individual cause.
For a compact notation of these expressions, we introduce different
time scales si defined in Table III.

These phases serve for the calculation of the signal amplitude,
where the variance of the phase differences between two interferom-
eters in a gravimeter is averaged over the phase of the dilaton field.
Table IV summarizes all non-vanishing sub-leading contributions
hD/2

m;ji to the signal amplitude of single-photon-like Mach–Zehnder
interferometers. In addition to a numerical factor, we identify the
respective scale, violation parameters, as well as an interferometric factor
that depends on the geometry used, the initial momenta, and the
interrogation-mode function.58 The same analysis is performed in
Table V for the case of Bragg-type Mach–Zehnder interferometers.
Here, all possible contributions to the signal amplitude are given, as no
dominant energy and frequency scale can be identified.
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